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Introduction

• We have WISE mid-IR imaging of nearby galaxies  

• WERGA:  Wise Enhanced Resolution Galaxy Atlas        
(Jarrett et al. 2013)

• “Super-resolution processing” → spatial resolutions 
similar to Spitzer (~ 5′′ - 10′′)

• We also have HI imaging for LVHIS galaxies (Koribalski)

• HI line and continuum imaging using ATCA









The project

• Broad scope: compare and combine mid-IR and HI 
observations for a morphologically diverse sample of 
galaxies in order to quantitatively study star-formation 
processes.

• WISE data are used to estimate SFRs, stellar masses, 
warm dust content

• HI line imaging is used to study distribution and 
kinematics of HI, as well as global dynamics



Step 1: Spatially smooth IR image
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Step 2: Re-grid IR image
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Step 3: Combine IR and HI maps

IR and HI maps are now directly comparable: 
• same spatial resolution
• same astrometric grid
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Table 5
Broad-band Spectral Luminosities

Name Ks 2.2 µm W1 3.4 µm W2 4.6 µm W3 12µm W4 22 µm MIPS 24 µm FUV 0.16 µm NUV 0.23 µm
Log [!L!/L!] Log [!L!/L!] Log [!L!/L!] Log [!L!/L!] Log [!L!/L!] Log [!L!/L!] Log [!L!/L!] Log [!L!/L!]

NGC 584 10.101 9.586 9.183 8.178 7.513 7.440 7.910 8.387
NGC 628 9.559 9.225 8.887 9.220 8.911 8.883 9.494 9.463
NGC 777 10.594 10.176 9.794 8.834 8.039 7.988 8.739 8.892

NGC 1398 10.498 10.027 9.650 9.477 8.846 – 9.384 9.401
NGC 1566 9.677 9.273 8.922 9.161 9.048 9.004 9.455 9.388
NGC 2403 9.110 8.791 8.462 8.693 8.505 8.442 9.293 9.226
NGC 3031 10.099 9.652 9.262 8.925 8.457 8.454 9.172 9.145
NGC 4486 10.585 10.236 9.845 8.861 8.412 8.309 9.047 9.200
NGC 5194 10.116 9.685 9.353 9.808 9.566 9.550 9.759 9.796
NGC 5195 9.814 9.359 8.983 8.702 8.574 8.601 8.295 8.464
NGC 5236 9.963 9.587 9.248 9.613 9.578 9.558 9.639 9.688
NGC 5457 9.969 9.567 9.233 9.542 9.251 9.226 10.023 9.944
NGC 5907 10.264 9.815 9.472 9.619 9.281 9.264 9.132 9.145
NGC 6118 – 9.455 9.101 9.294 8.939 – – –
NGC 6822 7.188 7.127 6.754 6.408 6.175 6.137 7.727 7.728
NGC 6946 9.934 9.543 9.213 9.674 9.480 9.472 9.821 9.850

IC342 9.710 9.362 9.018 9.387 9.239 9.184 9.797 9.654

Note. — The !L! luminosity (normalized by the total Solar luminosity) is derived from the integrated flux density and the distance listed in
Table 1, where the luminosity uncertainty is completely dominated by the distance uncertainty; assuming a distance uncertainty of 5%, it follows
that the luminosity uncertainty is 10%. The fluxes have been corrected for the Galactic extinction and the expected internal extinction. The Ks

flux densities are from the 2MASS Large Galaxy Atlas (Jarrett et al. 2003).

Figure 15. Correlating the Star Formation Rate with the WISE mid-IR luminosity. The global SFRIR is derived from the
MIPS 24 µm luminosity and the Rieke et al. (2009) calibration. (left) The global SFRIR as a function of the WISE 12 µm
luminosity (filled circles) and the integrated 11.3 µm PAH luminosity (open circles). (right) The global SFRIR as a function of
the WISE 22 µm luminosity. A simple linear fit to the data is shown (dashed line). The galaxy name is indicated below the
measurement, where single numbers represent the NGC #.

activity, which is dependent on the dust geometry and to-
tal gas/dust column density. For the UV photons – asso-
ciated with young massive stars – that manage to escape
the galaxy, GALEX may be used to estimate the unob-
scured star formation; Table 6 lists the SFR estimated
from the FUV and NUV extinction-corrected measure-
ments as follows. Buat et al. (2008; 2011) calibrate the
FUV star formation rate, characterizing it in terms of
the GALEX luminosity as follows: log SFRFUV = log
(!LFUV /L!) - 9.69. The SFR based on the NUV lu-

minosity density is provided by Eq.6 of Schiminovich et
al. (2007): SFRNUV = 10"28.165 LNUV [erg s"1 hz"1].
For the sample, about half of the UV SFRs are larger
or comparable to the estimates using the infrared trac-
ers, which verifies the importance of accounting for the
unobscured star formation. Combining both UV and IR
estimates, the “total” SFR may be characterized (El-
baz et al. 2007; Buat et al. 2011) as (1 ! ")SFRIR +
#SFRFUV , where " is the fraction of mid-IR light that
originates from the dust shells of AGB stars and # scales

• SFR based on WISE 12 μm flux (Jarrett et al. 2013):

SFR12µm

M� yr�1
= 4.91⇥ 10�10 ⌫L12µm

L�



NGC 2188 NGC 5264

• SFR based on WISE 12 μm flux (Jarrett et al. 2013):



SFR density [M⦿ yr-1 kpc-2]



Star formation efficiency [yr-1]



Stellar mass-to-light ratio [M⦿/L⦿]

• Stellar M/L based on WISE  W1-W2 colours:

log(M

Ks
⇤ /LW1 [M�/L�]) = �0.246� 2.10(W1�W2)26 Jarrett et al. 2012

Figure 17. Empirical mass-to-light relation, [M! / L!], derived from WISE 3.4 µm in-band luminosity, W1-W2 color (left
panel), W2-W3 color (right panel) and Ks-derived stellar masses using the Zhu et al. (2010) relation (see also Fig. 18). The
color error bars represent the formal uncertainties (Table 2) and a 1.5% photometric calibration uncertainty. The linear trend
(dashed line) is described by Eqs. 9 and 10. The dotted line (left panel) represents the [M! / L!] derived for nearby galaxies
in the GAMA survey (see text for details).

project from their field G15, the M/L relation as a func-
tion of the WISE color is much flatter (see dotted line
in Fig. 17a; Cluver et al., in preparation). The GAMA
stellar masses are derived using optical (g-i) colors, stel-
lar population synthesis models and careful Bayesian pa-
rameter estimation (Taylor et al. 2011), all of which con-
tribute to the observed WISE vs GAMA M/L slope dif-
ference; but moreover, the GAMA G15 field has a greater
variety of galaxy types, covering a wide range in stellar
population (notably giant and AGB relative contribu-
tions), metallicity, IMF dust geometry, nuclear activity
and star formation history. We therefore strongly caution
that the WISE M/L hybrid K-band relation presented in
Fig. 17 and Eqs. 9-10 should be viewed as preliminary
and, at best, incomplete.

Bringing it all together and comparing the di!erent
methods introduced here, we estimate the stellar mass
for our galaxy sample using the 2MASS Ks-band fluxes
(Jarrett et al. 2003) and WISE W1 and W2 fluxes in
conjunction with the Bell et al. (2003), Zibetti, Charlot
& Rix (2009), Zhu et al. (2010), 2MASS color (Eq. 4),
S4G (Eq. 7) and hybrid near-IR-to-mid-IR (Fig. 17 )
M/L ratios that depend on the WISE colors. As noted
previously, for the mid-IR relations derived using IRAC
photometry, we apply small scaling factors to convert
the WISE fluxes to equivalent IRAC fluxes. The results
are presented in Fig. 18, where the derived stellar mass
is plotted against the Ks luminosity, currently the most
reliable tracer of the evolved stellar population.

The observed scatter between the near-IR methods and
those using the hybrid methods is about 0.1 to 0.2 dex
(!40% RMS), with a systematic di!erence between the
two methods of about 0.3 to 0.5 dex. The masses that
are derived from the J-K colors tend to be larger than
those derived from the Zibetti, Charlot & Rix (2009)
and Zhu et al. (2010) (reference mass) treatments. For
example, the stellar mass of NGC 6946 is estimated to
be !3.2"1010 M! using the near-infrared Bell et al.

(2003) formulations (e.g., Leroy et al. 2008; de Blok
et al. 2008), and !1.5"1010 M! using Eq. 9. Note
that the WISE W1-W2 adjusted masses (Eq. 9) track
closely to the near-IR stellar mass estimates of Zhu et al.
(2010), which is to be expected since the WISE+2MASS
hybrid-relation employs the Ks estimated mass. The
S4G/Chabrier values are closest to the Bell et al. (2003)
result (M/L ! unity) for massive galaxies.

Overall di!erences arise from the assumed IMF and
the stellar population synthesis models; the latest gener-
ation include more sophisticated treatment of the AGB
contribution (e.g., Maraston et al. 2006; Bruzual 2007;
Charlot & Bruzual 2007), although, for example, they do
not fit very well to the observed SEDs of post-starburst
galaxies (cf., Kriek et al. 2010). As of this writing, there
remains large uncertainty in modeling the mid-IR light
contribution from star-forming and post-starburst galax-
ies, rendering equally large uncertainties in the IRAC
M/L relations. Consequently – although there is close
binding between the near-IR and mid-IR luminosities –
the M/L relation that accounts for the galaxy color (Eq.
9) should have the best correspondence with the 2 µm
estimates, and we thus adopt them as the stellar mass
for our sample.

8. STAR FORMATION HISTORY

In this final section, we construct the scaling relation
between the star formation and the stellar mass of the
galaxy sample. Accordingly, using this mass (Eq. 9 and
the W1 luminosity) in conjunction with the SFRIR (22
µm; Eq. 2) and the combined IR+UV SFR, we derive the
global specific star formation rate (sSFR), gauging the
present-to-past star formation history. Fig. 19 presents
the sSFR compared to the Hubble type and to the stellar
mass content. The sSFR derived using the total SFR
compared to the infrared SFR is slightly higher (!0.3
dex), yet both exhibit a similar trend with morphology,
gas mass and stellar content.

Reminiscent of the segregation observed in the WISE



Stellar mass-to-light ratio [M⦿/L⦿]



Stellar mass density [M⦿ kpc-2]



Comparisons of properties on ~ 0.1 - 0.4 kpc length scales



Comparisons of global properties



HI velocity fields

• A velocity field is a 2D compression of a 3D cube

• Main idea: estimate the line-of-sight velocity (Vlos) 
corresponding to the peak flux



HI velocity fields

• Usual method: calculate 1st-order moment (IWM vel)

• Problem: Line profiles can be skewed → VIWM does 
not accurately represent Vlos at peak flux



HI velocity fields

• Usual method: calculate 1st-order moment (IWM vel)

• Problem: Line profiles can be skewed → VIWM does 
not accurately represent Vlos at peak flux

• Line profiles might be skewed due to real dynamical 
processes within the galaxy

• or ...

• Line profiles can be systematically skewed 
towards systemic velocity → beam smearing



Beam smearing

• A galaxy of small angular size sampled by a relatively 
large beam will suffer from beam smearing effects.

• Line profiles are systematically skewed towards Vsys
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Beam smearing

• A galaxy of small angular size sampled by a relatively 
large beam will suffer from beam smearing effects.

• Line profiles are systematically skewed towards Vsys
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Beam smearing

• Net result:  (traditional) intensity-weighted-mean 
velocity fields can poorly represent the kinematics of 
moderately resolved galaxies.

• Solution: Parameterise the line profile by fitting an 
appropriate function to it.  This will provide a robust 
estimate of the peak velocity. 



Profile parameterisation

• Fit a function that can accommodate skewed 
(asymmetric) profiles

• 3rd order Gauss-Hermite polynomial (van der Marel & 
Franx 1993)

• y = (x-b)/c

• h3 = 0 → Gaussian profile

• h3 ≠ 0 → profile is asymmetric
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Profile parameterisation



Parameterisation demonstration

• Degrade the spatial resolution of a real (THINGS) galaxy 
so that it has 10, 5, 3, 2, 1 synthesized beam across its 
semi-maj axis.

• For each version of cube, calculate the IWM velocity and 
fit a GH3 polynomial to each line profile.

• Compare the Vmax estimates of individual profiles

• Compare the velocity fields
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Parameterisation demonstration

• The IWM velocity fields of moderately resolved        
(2-3 beams across semi-maj axis) galaxies are poor 
representations of the true kinematics.

• GH3 velocity fields serve as more robust 
representations.

•  Who should care about this? 



• WALLABY:

• Vast majority of galaxies will be unresolved

• +/- 20 000 - 30 000 moderately resolved galaxies

•Distribution of HI 
diameters (Duffy et al. 
2012)

•  50 square deg

•  z < 0.04

•  3000 galaxies



• WALLABY:

• Vast majority of galaxies will be unresolved

• +/- 20 000 moderately resolved galaxies

• LVHIS:

• Volume limited sample → most galaxies are small 
dwarfs

• LVHIS synthesized beam ~ 40′′

• ASKAP and MeerKAT kinematics teams:

• Go to the effort of generating reliable velocity fields

• Sophisticated parameterisation extraction pipelines 
will otherwise be wasted.



Thank you



IC 4662
WISE W1 maps








